wardrobe consulting
TEN MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT YOUR WARDROBE
1) You can never wear too many accessories, oh yes you can!
2) A size 8, no matter what company has made it will fit the same way. Not true, often times companies
have their own concept and fit for their sizing. It may not be fair, but that’s the way it goes.
3) I have always worn a size (odd number 1, 3, 5, 7...), why can’t I now as an adult? Odd sizing fits a junior,
even sizing fits a woman. We are women, not girls.
4) I can use this bag year round, it’s so versatile. Not really, bags should be rotated by season. We can
all fall into the trap of not changing our handbag, but change is good.
5) I have nothing to wear!
6) I only know how to dress in the geranimal style, you know, this jacket can only go with this skirt/pants.
7) White after Labor Day is an absolute no-no. As much as we are not sure if we can dress in our whites
later into Fall, understand we can in moderation. You are not going to wear white eyelet, however,
you may wear a great white skirt, blouse, pants with more toned-down clothes.
8) I can’t wear color. Yes, you can, you just haven’t discovered your best colors.
9) I don’t need to update my wardrobe. What worked for me then still works for me now.
10) I don’t have enough money to spend on clothes. I can never find anything I like. Nothing ever looks good
on me. Boy, does this type of woman need me, a wardrobe consultant!

Now that you have the idea, you are ready to call me. I can help you decide
how to organize your closet, what to keep, what is the correct size for your body,
and what areas of your body to highlight.
Then you will see yourself and what is true for you today!

“Empowered Wardrobe—Empowered Life!”
Fresh Start Wardrobe Consulting
203-988-5137 ~ 203-230-8310
amy@freshstartwardrobeconsulting.com

